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ReviewReview
!! Coulomb�s lawCoulomb�s law

!! Like charges repel, Like charges repel, FF is away is away 
from other chargefrom other charge

!! Unlike charges attract, Unlike charges attract, FF is is 
toward other chargetoward other charge

!! Electric field, Electric field, EE,  felt by ,  felt by 
positive test charge, positive test charge, qq00

!! Conversely Conversely F  F  on a charged on a charged 
particle in an particle in an EE field isfield is
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ReviewReview

!! Gauss� lawGauss� law �� form of form of 
Coulomb�s lawCoulomb�s law
!! qqencenc is the total charge is the total charge 

enclosed by a Gaussian enclosed by a Gaussian 
surface surface 

!! Flux is proportional to # of Flux is proportional to # of 
EE field lines passing field lines passing 
through a Gaussian surfacethrough a Gaussian surface
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ConductorsConductors

!! EE just outside a conductorjust outside a conductor
is proportional to surface is proportional to surface 
charge density at that charge density at that 
locationlocation
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!! If If �� charge on conductor, charge on conductor, E  E  toward conductortoward conductor
!! If + charge on conductor, If + charge on conductor, E  E  directed awaydirected away
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!! NonNon--conducting sheet conducting sheet --
of charge of charge σσ

!! Parallel conducting sheets Parallel conducting sheets ��
of charge of charge σσ
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!! Line of charge Line of charge --
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!! Conducting spherical shell Conducting spherical shell --
!! Outside shell Outside shell EE isis

!! Inside shell Inside shell E E =0=0
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!! NonNon--conducting solid conducting solid 
spheresphere of radius R and of radius R and 
total uniform charge qtotal uniform charge q

!! Gaussian sphere outside Gaussian sphere outside 
of radius R of radius R 

!! Same as shellSame as shell
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Gauss� LawGauss� Law
!! Use Gaussian sphere Use Gaussian sphere 

inside at radius r inside at radius r 

!! Charge is Charge is uniformuniform
!! Total q inside radius R is Total q inside radius R is 

proportional to q� within r proportional to q� within r 
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Gauss� LawGauss� Law
!! Enclosed charge at r is Enclosed charge at r is 

!! EE field inside field inside nonnon--
conducting sphere of conducting sphere of 
uniform charge uniform charge 
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!! For For conductorsconductors

!! Excess charge resides on the surfaceExcess charge resides on the surface

!! EE field is field is ⊥⊥ to surface of conductorto surface of conductor

!! EE = 0 inside a conductor= 0 inside a conductor


